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            Buy a star 
in the Sky.

            Name a Star. It's the best gift in the universe!

            Buy A Star Here
        

        
            
        

        

    




    
        Check out our stellar offers

        	
                Traditional Star
Gift Pack

                By choosing our Traditional Star offer, you can adopt a real star in space! Even better, the star you name is one which can be seen anywhere on Earth, at any time of the year. Your star will always be with you!

                
                    $34.90
                    Buy A Star Here
                

            
	
                The Stars of Zodiac
Gift Pack

                Buying a star in a constellation is an excellent option when it comes to naming a twinkling distant sun. Constellations are always much easier to remember and find, so choose your favorite star sign and name a part of the Zodiac.

                
                    $49.90
                    Buy A Star Here
                

            
	
                A Double Star
Gift Pack

                A binary star — or a double star — is a system of two gravitationally-connected stars orbiting around their common center of mass. Double stars are a great choice if you want to buy a star for two people, and even better for celebrating people who have a special connection.

                
                    $69.90
                    Buy A Star Here
                

            
	
                Custom Star Map
Gift Pack

                Do you remember that magical evening when your heart skipped a beat and you wanted the moment to last forever? Now you can – make a custom star map that reflects the exact star alignment of the night. All you have to do is add the location and time of the special event.

                
                    $35.00
                    Create A Star Map
                

            


    




    
        
            Premium Star Gift Pack

            Name a Star After Someone You Truly Love

            
                $399.90

                $290.90
Buy A Premium Star
            

            *Premium packaging and express shipping are included

        

    




    
        
            Reason to Buy a Star

            In our galaxy, there are more than 100 billion stars.
 We are sure that each and every one of us has a close special someone who deserves a uniques and original gift.

            Perhaps you had moments in life that should never be forgotten - and this is an excellent opportunity to name a star and make them unforgettable.

            Look up at the night sky, think of the people you love, and we are confident that everyone can find a reason to create a gorgeous, thoughtful gift for their loved ones.

            Buy A Star Here
        

        
            
        

    




    
        
            
                Buy a Star and Locate it Through Our Star Register!

                See how it works
            

        

    




    
        What does a star gift include?

        	
                Official registration in the Cosmonova’s Star Database - a timeless honor.

            
	
                Your own beautifully printed and personalized Star Certificate.

            
	
                A digital copy of your Star Certificate, as soon as you name your star.

            
	
                An elegant Star Map including the location of the star you have registered.

            


    




    
        Buy a Star in any Constellation

        We only offer the name of easily-visible stars to our customers. If you are in any way unhappy with the star you have named, you can ask us to name any other star for you. You also have the right to request a full refund for your purchase.  You can easily find the stars you would like to adopt in our register, and we will send your Star Name Registration Certificate and Star Map immediately after purchase. We can also send these to you by email as digital copies if you need them immediately.

        	Aries

	Taurus

	Gemini

	Cancer

	Leo

	Virgo

	Libra

	Scorpio

	Sagittarius

	Capricorn

	Aquarius

	Pisces



        Buy A Star Here
    




    
        
            We had a great corporate service experience. Thank you for a unique design for each employee.

            The Coca-Cola Company, HR, Dubai, James Wilson


            Get a Quote, Design & Proposal
            *50 Or More Posters

        

        
            It’s incredible. Our small team, falling in love with posters you do. Great idea with QR code!

            Сhameleon Soccer Kids Club, Founder David Collins


            Get a Quote, Design & Proposal
            *10 Or More Posters

        

    




    
        
            
                Excellent Print Quality

                Your loved ones will be impressed with the outstanding quality of our Certificates and Star Maps. We use the latest printing technology and only the best materials to provide quality usually reserved only for wedding prints and portrait art.

            

        

        
            
                Fast Shipping

                Thanks to our extensive shipping capabilities, we can send star name gift packages anywhere in the world. And if it is a last minute gift idea, you can also choose to instantly receive a digital Certificate of Star Name Registration by email.

            

        

        
            
                Customer Care

                We always do our best to take care of our stellar customers. You are more than welcome to send us a message whenever you need any information about your purchase. Nobody is left unattended — we always reply as soon as possible.

            

        

        
            
                Secure Payments

                We provide a 100% guarantee for the security of your order and payment information. We use the latest SSL security (HTTPS) software, and our site is also protected with further security measures.

            

        

    




    
        Perfect For Any Occasion

        	
                Birthday Gift
707

	
                Valentine's Day Gift
425

	
                Love Gift
339

	
                Family Gift
672

	
                Corporate Gift
950

	
                Baby Gift
474

	
                Graduation Gift
596

	
                Anniversary Gift
531



    




    
        What is CosmoNova?

        CosmoNova is a company with a wealth of experience in the professional registration of stars. Our competent and professional team is passionate about its work — and always strives to deliver the best quality, on time. We will help you create unique gifts that your loved ones can enjoy for centuries.

        	
                
                Select Your Star Gift

                First decide whether you want to name a Traditional Star, Star of the Zodiac or a Double Star. Then choose a name for the desired star and add your personal message.

            
	
                
                Choose Delivery and
Payment Methods

                Provide your personal details and choose your preferred method of payment and delivery. After that, just check the order information, and we will do the rest for you.

            
	
                
                Fast Processing and

                    Delivery

                We will send you a confirmation email as soon as we receive your payment — and then ship your Star Certificate and Star Map on the same day. In urgent cases, we can also send you digital copies of these documents by email so you can print them yourself.

            


    




    
        	
                Contact Us

                	Call Us: +1 (332) 900 6321


            
	
                Quality & Customer Support

                	
	
	


                Check our customers Reviews

            
	
                

                
                    Follow Us on Social Media

                    
                        
                        
                    

                    Share your experience Get Discount

                

            


        	
                Secured & Verified payment

                	
	
	
	
	
	


            
	
                Worldwide shipping

                	
	
	
	


            
	
                Track Your Order

                To Track a Lost Package Contact Us

            


        
                
                    Cosmonova is a private registry service and is not affiliated with any governmental entities or educational institutions.

                    Registering Stars Since 1997, OCR Ltd.Riga, Info

                

                
                    BlogReviewsFAQOrder now
                

        

        
            
                On the 22nd of July 2022 SIA “OCR” has signed an agreement Nr. SKV-L-2022/322 with Investment and Development Agency of Latvia (LIAA) for the project “International competitiveness promotion”, which is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund.

            

            
                
                
            

        

    








